
On 27th November, “T's Tantan” and “TOKYO-TONKOTSU-BASE MADE by IPPUDO” opened on a same day at Narita Airport Passenger Terminal 2, 4th floor above the Passenger Security Screening Area. “T's Tantan” is a specialty vegan restaurant that will also suit vegetarians since it uses no animal products (meat, seafood, eggs, dairy, honey, etc.). “TOKYO-TONKOTSU-BASE MADE by IPPUDO” offers Tokyo style tonkotsu soup ramen produced by popular ramen chain IPPUDO! We urge you to drop in at these two new restaurants which now add more variety to the extensive culinary lineup in Terminal 2.

Vegetarians, people with allergies and others with dietary restrictions can now all join the same table and enjoy delicious and healthy menu. Try the "smile vegies" with flavors that will light up your face.

- Restaurant: T's Tantan
- Operator: Nippon Restaurant Enterprise Co., Ltd.
- Menu: Vegan
- Operating hours: 7:30am - 9:00pm (last orders at 8:30pm)

Something for everybody and a wide range of tonkotsu ramen varieties to choose from. Tonkotsu ramen now has a new level of appeal with an extensive range of variations including soy sauce and miso with the pork stock as the central theme.

- Restaurant: TOKYO-TONKOTSU-BASE MADE by IPPUDO
- Operator: Nippon Restaurant Enterprise Co., Ltd.
- Menu: Tonkotsu ramen
- Operating hours: 7:30am - 9:00pm (last orders at 8:30pm)